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Cultural Diversity Policy 

Introduction 

The phrase ‘Cultural Diversity’ means a range of different societies or 

people with differing origins, religions and traditions – all living and 

interacting together. Food, music, clothing and fashion are all influenced 

by different cultures ie. cultural diversity. 

We live in a country rich in cultural heritage. We therefore value our 

diverse culture in Britain today. This involves understanding and 

respecting other people’s beliefs and ways of life. It is also about 

supporting individuals in keeping their cultural traditions alive and 

appreciating the fact that these different cultural traditions will enrich all 

areas of life. 

Aims 

In order to promote cultural diversity, we aim to: 

 Welcome students  from a variety of ethnic and cultural  

backgrounds  reflecting  the local community and society in its 

broadest sense 

 Seek to enrich each others lives by recognising and celebrating 

our varying backgrounds and traditions 

 Look for opportunities to further enhance our knowledge of 

diversity 

 Use assemblies to inform and enlighten each other of events in 

history as well as special occasions, people and places that 

broaden our knowledge of understanding of various cultures and 

cultural experiences 

 Use displays in classrooms and corridors that present positive 

images of  a range of cultures and endeavour to provide good role 

models from a variety of ethnic groups 

  Use displays of religious artefacts when appropriate, to represent 

major world faiths 

 To be aware of  a calendar of religious/ special events and refer to 

it as appropriate 

  Arrange  visits/ visitors in order to enhance the curriculum when 

appropriate 



In the curriculum we aim to: 

 Endeavour to ensure that lessons and other activities draw on the 

background and experiences of all students and that they address 

the interests of  students including ethnic minority students and 

their families 

 Ensure that the curriculum content informs students about world 

cultures as much as is possible within the constraints of 

appropriate staff subject specialisms  and to encourage an 

understanding and respect of all races, cultures and major world 

religions 

 Take active steps to ensure that resources used in all areas of the 

curriculum and elsewhere are inclusive 

 Encourage  students from different ethnic groups to work together 

and to engender mutual respect and trust 

 Foster cultural awareness and mutual understanding of each 

other, whatever the ethnic background 
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